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Description
Using 1.10 cvs from mid june 2007 (but I bet that this issue might exist also in 1.9.x)

I wonder whether this is going to be considered as a bug or a RFE by coders... (but I consider it a usability bug).

We need a way to ensure that users accept some conditions at registration time to our tiki site. (to conform our laws of privacy of users information kept by the organization, etc.)

We have just set a new tracker item field of type "checkbox", and set it as <span style="color:black;background-color:#ffff66;">mandatory</span>.

But I (as admin) have been able to edit items without checking that checkbox, without any warning that this field is missing, etc. And I could save the edition without that checkbox. But I did get those messages (as expected) when attempting to leave empty any of the other <span style="color:black;background-color:#ffff66;">mandatory</span> fields...
If not using this checkbox approach, there should be a way to configure such a tracker with a required checkbox or similar to be checked.

Update using 1.10svn from end of May'08: this bug is still around...

Importance
6

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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